The Impact of Genetics on AMD

Objectives:

With the aging of the population, Age Related Macular Degeneration (ARMD) is becoming more common in optometric offices. The truth of the matter is that most cases are dry AMD and not amendable to current injectable treatments. We need to be aware of all the possible treatment and prevention strategies. In order to be in tune to these goals, we need to be aware of the causative factors of AMD, including genetics. Genetics plays a role in not only who gets AMD, but also likely to contribute to how people respond to treatments.

Goals:
1. Discuss the basic demographics of ARMD.
2. Discuss treatment history of ARMD over time and how it has evolved today.
4. Primer on genetics to help understand pertinence to AMD
5. Genetics of AMD and role that genetics plays in disease.
6. Discuss pharmacogenetics in relation to ARMD nutritional products.
7. Discuss possible pharmacogenetics in relation to intravitreal injections for ARMD.
8. Treatment options and trials supporting their use.
9. Strategies to educate patients and how this education helps influence outcomes.
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Benefits to patients: earlier detection of conversion

Other potential tests

Reality of computer / internet based tests

Putting it all together

Comprehensive strategy from “pre-AMD” through conversion

Integration of nutrition/vitamins into patient care

Using all genotype and phenotype information to make decisions

Importance of wording and actions taken

Treat “recommendations” as a “prescription”

Resources

Medical journals

Not just ophthalmic journals

Mainstream media

Stories about genetics make “news”

Patients will be aware, so we need to be

Book worth reading: Creative Destruction of Medicine by Eric Toprol